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LGPS Intelligence.
Efficient transition management could yield a long-term governance dividend for schemes and their members

As Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS) funds write their business plans
outlining their approach to creating asset pools, we assess the opportunities and
challenges at each stage of the process and conclude that not all transitions are equal
For professional investors only
AN UNPRECEDENTED OPPORTUNITY
The 89 LGPS funds in England and Wales collectively represent
approximately £192bn in assets and are therefore one of the ten largest
owners of investment capital globally. With size comes opportunity. While
many of the schemes are individually significant, as a whole the scale is
huge.

Contribution by James Sparshott
Head of Local Authorities
LGIM offers a full range of
transition, transfer and asset
allocation services.
An experienced transition
manager with the relevant
project management expertise,
can control change efficiently,
mitigate costs and risks, and
remove a large element of the
administrative burden that
complex portfolio changes can
present to asset owners.
A transition manager can be
an important component of
effective governance, offering a
“governance dividend” through
the potential for improved
performance over the long as
well as short term. A full service
transition manager should also
offer complementary services
such as interim management,
asset allocation overlay
management services, run-off /
illiquid asset management and
FX hedging.
LGIM is the largest manager of
LGPS assets. With £44 billion
under management across 54
local authorities (across the
UK), LGIM has also worked with
LGPS funds on 50 transition
events, representing £6 billion,
over the last 18 months.

The LGPS funds are therefore seeking to capture the positives of
pooling assets – the associated management fee savings and improved
governance. The sheer scale of the plan to consolidate these assets into a
small number of investment “pools” means it will be a milestone event.
The savings are scheduled to be impressive – in the order of £200-300m
per annum by year ten1. However, it will be critical that the long-term
benefits are not diluted by avoidable trading and associated costs in the
short term. The value of assets being delivered into the new structures
must not be eroded unnecessarily when implementing the reorganisation.
This consolidation is likely to be a sequence of increasingly complex
events. We believe the process will require an evolving skill set as the
associated risks increase. In this paper, we discuss in turn the benefits
of passive to passive consolidation, the opportunity for asset allocation
changes and the challenges of transitioning active portfolios.
Passive
Consolidation

Asset Allocation
Changes

Active
Transition

Table one, overleaf, illustrates the potential escalation of costs and
complexity as LGPS funds move from passive consolidation, to
implementing asset allocation changes across their passive exposure, to
finally transitioning their active portfolios. Both the number of moving
parts and their scale escalate for active portfolios. Small distortions in
trading patterns can have an exponential effect on the bid / offer spread of
securities, while the effect of introducing more volume in the market can
bid a stock price up or down.

1

Findings of Project Pool, Joint Working Group of
Local Authorities, January 2016
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Costs and Complexity

Table 1. Transition costs

Opportunity Cost
Opportunity Cost

Impact

Impact

1. PASSIVE CONSOLIDATION

Spread

Spread

Taxes

Taxes

Commissions

Commissions

LGPS funds have invested
£44bn in externally managed,Transfer
passive
equity portfolios. The portfolios
are Taxes
run by only five managers,
Transfer
Taxes
Transfer Taxes
one of which represents
60%
of
these
assets.
To
date
we
anticipate
just
eight
new
pools
being
created,
therefore
one can assume
Transfer Custody Costs
Transfer Custody Costs
Transfer Custody
Costs
each pool will have
sufficient
scale to ensure minimal ongoing
costs. Fees are likely to be negotiated
the LGPS as a ceiling
Active to by
Active
Passive
to Passive
Passive Rebalance
price for all managers.

Transfers are challenging too
Transitions can be multifaceted, even for passive to passive consolidations, given the interaction of a variety of fund
managers, administrators, portfolio structures and the underlying investment markets. Schemes are vulnerable to
investment and operational risks and may incur high costs if these are not contained. Efficient management of these
events is an important part of a strong governance structure and is at the core of protecting asset values.
The transition manager’s project management expertise will be most relevant here and should be the foundation of most
teams. In this scenario, it is relevant to not just implement the consolidation, but to subsequently assess and report on the
total transaction.
Planning

Analysis

Transfer

Risk Mgt/
Hedging

Trading

Funding

Assets in vehicle transition
As the transfer of assets will generally be into a single passive manager for a given pool, as long as the asset allocation strategy
remains like for like, this should be quite straightforward. Typically, the majority of assets can be moved directly from one
investment vehicle to another. Clear, auditable and transparent reporting will be critical as these will be the first, high profile
asset moves of this major project. Costs for events such as this fall into two categories (assuming a transfer between pooled
vehicles):
•

Frictional costs: the direct and indirect costs associated with the execution of financial transactions

•

Cash costs: these are incurred when in-specie redemptions are not offered or are not feasible, for example in emerging
markets

Emerging market funds do not typically accommodate asset transfers. The allocation to these markets needs to be redeemed
for cash and invested as cash – attracting costs and potentially introducing out-of-market risk if the cash sales and purchases are
not coordinated. Strategies to mitigate these risks include:
•

Coordinating pricing points or using futures hedging to minimise out-of-market risk (there may be differences in settlement
cycles but managers should coordinate to deal with these)

•

Targeting month end or mid-month dealing dates to maximise chances of crossing at the unit level and reducing fund
spread charges
Passive
Consolidation

With careful planning and robust project management skills, the process should be
straightforward

Low risk

2. ASSET ALLOCATION CHANGES
If the consolidation of passive assets includes a tactical or strategic asset allocation change, the risks and complexities
greatly increase. In fact, it includes all the elements of risk that we encounter when transitioning an active portfolio, but on
a reduced scale.
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Looking at the toolkit of a transition manager, many more aspects of a typical project lifecycle are relevant and the full
suite of activities will be called upon, including employing risk management strategies such as hedging. While a transition
is a finite process, asset allocation is integral to the ongoing governance of a scheme. Looking forward, there are likely to
be benefits that an allocation strategy manager can bring once the dust has settled on the process of consolidation. We will
look at these benefits in a future paper.

Typical transition red flags
While asset allocation changes have some of the straightforward characteristics of a passive to passive consolidation,
they will inevitably involve more emerging market and small capitalisation stocks, which can immediately escalate costs.
In turn, exposure to these parts of the market will exacerbate smaller, more mundane differences such as trade date and
settlement date cycles.
The risks in this interim stage of the consolidation process should not be underestimated.
Asset
Allocation

Strategic and tactical changes include all the potential risks of a transition of active portfolios,
but tend to be less complex

Medium
Risk

3. TRANSITION OF ACTIVE MANAGERS
Rather than one ‘big bang’, a phased series of transition events is likely to be optimal for the rationalisation of active
managers. The full suite of transitions management expertise, covering all of the six steps outlined below, could be used
by LGPS funds.
Planning

Analysis

Transfer

Risk Mgt/
Hedging

Trading

Funding

Establishing a flexible framework
Each pool may want to consider putting in place a flexible transition management framework after the establishment
of the consolidated pools, and before the implementation of active consolidation. This will facilitate efficient and timely
implementation of investment decisions once made.

Fragmented assets
While passive exposure across LGPS Funds is concentrated in the hands of just five managers, there are approximately
280 individual active equity mandates with about 85 different managers, half of whom have managed assets for only one
LGPS pool. Inevitably there will be fewer active managers in future, but LGPS investment pools will continue to use active
managers and many will have actively managed assets in excess of £10bn. However, regardless of the direction of travel in
terms of whether a portfolio is migrating to another active or passive structure, significant risks arise associated with the
existing portfolio.

Costs versus savings
Even in a scenario where the LGPS funds achieve substantial annual savings in the region of £200-300m, the costs of asset
transition and setting up and running new structures are likely to exceed these savings in the short term. Therefore, it could
seem counterintuitive to suggest imposing further expense in the form of transition fees. However, the benefits can be far
reaching and the fees incurred are often only a small proportion of the costs of a transition event.
In addition, as pools consolidate their active holdings, this is likely to generate some replication of trading flows across
pools. It will therefore be important to carefully coordinate and manage market impact within the pool and, where
possible, across pools. Doing so will avoid distorting the market with large, unmanaged, uncoordinated trade flows, which
risk impacting the value of the LGPS assets. Using transition management expertise to manage each transition tranche will
protect the value of LGPS assets within and across the pools.
Table 2. Transition costs

Category

Description

Example

Explicit costs

How much did we pay to actually transfer and
trade the assets?

•
•
•

Commissions
Taxes
Foreign exchange fees

Implicit costs

How much did the price move as a result of
us introducing more demand / supply to the
market?

•

Market impact (i.e. the market fell due to more
of a particular asset being available for sale)
Bid / ask spread (related to greater imbalance
between buyers and sellers)

How much did the market fall or rise during the
time it took us to trade / transfer the assets?

•

Opportunity gain /
cost

•

e.g. market for a stock might fall 5% during
the time taken to sell - this is based upon the
volatility of a particular asset
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Transition costs and complexity typically escalate as the process moves from passive consolidation to a fully-fledged
active transition. Many costs at this stage of the process may not be as immediately clear.
Costs are typically split into three categories: explicit costs, implicit costs and opportunity costs. Explicit costs such as
commissions and taxes are usually easy to identify. In contrast, implicit costs are harder to quantify and relate to the
market impact when trading. Opportunity cost relates to the risk of not being invested in the target portfolio or allocation.
Key considerations for active transitions
•

Liquidity and market impact: It is very likely that the size of individual stock trades, even for just a subset of portfolios,
would mean that an above average proportion of the trading would be challenging in terms of liquidity

•

Market volatility: Hedging expertise during a transition which coincides with unforeseen market turbulence can be
pivotal, helping to mitigate the potentially corrosive effects of market volatility

•

Maintaining market exposure: There are likely to be many administrative issues that may need careful management,
such as in-specie restrictions, implications for tax costs, staggered pricing points and settlement cycles as well as
regional trading nuances and restrictions

•

Value protection: A transition manager seeks to ensure that the value of assets delivered into the new structures is not
diminished unnecessarily by the transition process. This can be achieved by employing hedging strategies to minimise
the investment risk, optimise trading and reduce explicit costs through crossing

•

Information leakage: Any information leakage could prejudice the outcome of a consolidation opportunity and erode
value. Discretion and maintaining confidentiality are prerequisites for this high profile event

•

Illiquidity risk: Transitioning large concentrated active portfolios may result in a “tail” of illiquid assets. This can have a
disproportionate effect on the cost of an otherwise mainstream transition. A detailed strategy for sourcing liquidity and
hedging the risk is important from the outset to avoid value erosion

•

Foreign exchange risk: “FX” can be volatile at any time, but 2016 has already opened with a very undulating trading
pattern for sterling. A consolidated, cross-portfolio view of currency risk is key to managing this risk

•

Communication risk: Developing an explicit step-by-step guide to the transition and engaging with a properly
resourced team that is able to coordinate and communicate will be critical. Process transparency can be a crucial
benefit to clients who will be fielding a host of internal reporting requirements

•

Operational risk: Settlement and processing risk are significant operational risks in a transition. Transition operations
specialists and a system infrastructure with a high degree of straight through processing help to mitigate these risks
Active
Transition

Active to active or active to passive transitions are highly complex and often translate into
material costs

High
Risk

CONCLUSION
As the various transitions are not necessarily a series of discrete events, there are likely to be a number of potential
unforeseen risks relating to markets and interdependencies between schemes. The pools may therefore benefit from
transition partnerships that can also offer complementary services, such as interim management, asset allocation overlay
management services, run-off / illiquid asset management and FX hedging.
Harnessing the expertise of skilled transition partners, especially in the context of active portfolios, could provide LGPS
funds with additional resources, risk management and audit tools in a period of seismic change.

For further information please contact:
James Sparshott, Head of Local Authorities
Tel: +44 (0) 203 124 3135 Email: james.sparshott@lgim.com
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